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Executive Summary 
Overall the 10- Year Financial Plan (the PLAN) shows that council is financially sustainable in the medium to 

long term, while still providing sufficient resources to achieve the Council Plan strategic objectives. 

The PLAN establishes the strategic financial direction for Council to meet the funding and investment 

challenges that lie ahead in the next 10 years.  

The PLAN outlines both the financial and the non-financial resources required to achieve council’s strategic 

objectives expressed in the Indigo Shire Council Plan 2022 - 2025 (to be adopted June 2021). 

The Council Plan supports Council’s Vision, Purpose and Values and outlines the strategic economic, social 

and environmental priorities that have been identified as the direct result of community consultation and 

ongoing Council planning to ensure our communities have access to infrastructure and services that support 

quality of life and well-being.  

This includes strategies that support the prosperity and sustainability of: 

• Our People and Communities; 

• Our Places, Townships & Infrastructure 

• Indigo’s Economy 

• Indigo’s Environment and Sustainability 

• Indigo’s Civic Leadership and Governance  

Significant items in 10- Year Financial Plan 2022/23 to 2031/32 include:  

a) Rate revenue collection;  

b) Capital expenditure; and 

c) Service Retention 

Council has reviewed elements of the 10-Year Financial Plan in conjunction with the Indigo Shire Council 

Plan. The 10-Year Financial Plan is scheduled to be adopted by the council at its ordinary meeting on June 

28, 2022.  

A number of strategic challenges lie ahead, including renewing existing assets at an adequate rate and 

continuing to provide an appropriate range and level of services to an ageing regional community. Existing 

services are planned to be retained and it is projected that Council’s FTE resourcing to deliver its services, 

remains consistent with current levels for the period of the plan. 

Recently we have been affected by the unprecedented impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.  In recent years 

Council has set aside some additional funds to assist with business recovery. For the 2022/23 budget 

Council has based the budget on a return to “normal activities”.  Budget activity though will be assessed 

monthly to ensure any change in activities from abnormal events are considered. 

We are acutely aware that some businesses and residents will struggle to pay their rates in the new financial 

year and we encourage these people to consider the measures outlined in our hardship policy.   

There will be financial impacts of this pandemic which will affect the Shire.  The uncertainty of this event 

though makes the prediction of any impact challenging.   
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The challenge for the council, in the short-term, is to fund the appropriate level of investment in the 

community’s assets and services to simultaneously accommodate the pressures of facilitating the 

infrastructure and service needs of our community, given the background context of an economy struggling 

with the significant impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Future directions will be informed heavily by key strategic documents including the Tourism and Economic 

Development, Recreation, and Ageing Well strategies. Indigo Shire will ambitiously seek to enhance its 

social and economic capacity through the delivery of major projects (For example, the Rail Trail 

development and the Epic Mountain Bike Trail) and identifying and delivering potential future significant 

projects (Such as the ‘Old Beechworth Courthouse Kelly trial experience’ project). Addressing the 

community’s future service needs and the required capital expansion requires a planned approach to 

maintaining a financially responsible and sustainable position. 

To achieve this, Council assesses financial risk through the use of VAGO indicators, with a commitment to 

remain in the low to medium risk categories. 

Background 
The Local Government Act 1989 and the new 2020 Act (the Act) requires council to prepare a 10-year Financial 

Plan that describes both the financial and non-financial resources required to achieve the strategic objectives 

in the Council Plan. In preparing the PLAN, council must consider services and initiatives contained in any plan 

adopted or proposed to be adopted by council. 

Indigo Shire Council has prepared an PLAN for the ten years 2022/23 to 2031/32 as part of its integrated 

planning framework as set out below. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The council plan includes the strategic objectives, strategies for achieving these for the period of its four year 

term and strategic indicators for monitoring achievement of the strategic objectives. The PLAN is a strategy 

of the resources for the next ten years required to achieve the strategic objectives in the council plan. The 

PLAN informs the preparation of the budget, which is a plan that describes the services and initiatives to be 

funded and how they will contribute to achieving the strategic objectives in the Council Plan. 
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Objectives of the 10-year Financial Plan 
The overall objective of the PLAN is financial sustainability in the medium to long term, while still providing 

sufficient resources to achieve the Council Plan strategic objectives.  The key principles which underpin Indigo 

Shire’s PLAN over the next ten years are: 

• Council will maintain current services at current service levels; 

• Budgeting against LTFP targets. This was trialled last year and was successful in cutting through the 
noise created by movements between financial years. Council now budgets to achieve the 
maintenance of the (base, uncommitted) EOFY cash balance. 

• Strategic consideration of the appropriate use for any surplus cash. This will become more critical into 
the future as Council’s cash position becomes stronger. The 2022/23 budget build will involve more 
discussion and consideration of this. 

• New borrowings will only be considered for long-term infrastructure for multi-generational benefit; 

• Council will maintain Low/Medium risk against VAGO financial indicators; 

• Capital renewal expenditure will align with Council’s renewal needs; 

• Capital expenditure and income will be based on a ten-year Capital works program; 

• Capital net cost to Council (NctC) to be stable with CPI increases; 

• No unlinked ‘contingency’ allocation. All reactive budget allocations to be authorised through the 
appropriate channels once details are known. 

• New initiatives are to be included. 

• ISC will maintain a level of own sourced expenditure on roads. 

• Maintenance of sufficient cash reserves to ensure operational liquidity without relying on Council's 
overdraft facility. 

In preparing the PLAN, council has also been mindful of the need to comply with the principles of sound 

financial management in the Act which requires council to: 

• prudently manage financial risks relating to debt, assets and liabilities; 

• provide reasonable stability in the level of rate burden; 

• consider the financial effects of council decisions on future generations; and, 

• provide full, accurate and timely disclosure of financial information. 

How the plan was developed 

This PLAN has been developed through a rigorous process and is based on the following key information: 

• audited financial statements as at 30 June 2021 and 2021/22 Quarter 2 adopted forecast; 

• assumptions provided by council service providers about changes in future income and expenditure;  

• assumptions provided by council capital works expenditure providers about requirements for future 
asset renewal, expansion, upgrade and new assets; 

• assumptions provided by finance regarding future changes in assets, liabilities and equity; and, 

• information provided by the executive management team and council. 
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The financial projections included in the PLAN have been developed using a ‘four-way’ budget of income 

statement, balance sheet, statement of cash flows and statement of capital works. 

Assessment of Council’s Current Financial Position 
An assessment has been undertaken of the council’s current financial position to identify any significant 

matters which may impact on the PLAN. A summary of the budgeted and forecast financial results for the 

2021/22 year are in the following table. 

Result 

Adopted 
Budget 

Forecast   

2021/22 2021/22 Variance 

$’000 $’000 $’000 

Surplus/(deficit) for the year 4,983 7,383 2,400 

Cash and investments  7,804 17,634 9,830 

Capital works expenditure 16,457 11,721 4,735 

 
Council will be improving by approximately $2.4 million (reflected as a surplus in the table above due to the 

deferral of capital projects) in capital works against its adopted 2021/22 budget.  

Cash and investments are forecast to be $17.63 million compared with an original budget of $7.8 million. The 

increase being partially due to the deferral of capital projects into the 22/23 financial year.  

The most significant matter arising from the assessment of council’s current financial position, expected to 

impact on the PLAN relates to capital projects deferred ($9.2m) which comprise a number of projects, many 

of which have corresponding income to offset costs. 

The 2022/23 operating budget remains tightly controlled, but costs have been included to account for the 

maintenance of recent new assets (rail trail).  As such the total operating expenses projected to increase by 

6.03% in 2022/23. This is on a COVID adjusted budget in 2021/22 and therefore a direct comparison is not 

appropriate without first adjusting for the impacts of COVID on the 2021/22 budget.  In addition, the adopted 

budget has a salary increase of 2%, but as yet the enterprise bargain agreement for 2022/23 has not been 

finalised.  As such when comparing the expenditure budget on budget we need to adjust the 2021/22 budget 

for the COVID adjustments, non ISC expenditure and salary.  Additionally as Council’s objective is maintaining 

a healthy cash position we need to exclude depreciation in our expenditure calculation. 

Capital works and non-ISC owned asset expenditure is forecast to be $13.252 million compared with an 

original budget of $18.811 million. The most significant impact on capital expenditure in the short term will 

be the Rail Trail, Epic Mountain Bike Trail and Chiltern Community hub projects. Historic levels of capital 

investment (in the order $10m on average) have been assumed for future years.  

Council’s capital works program is focussed, as always, on first renewing Council’s existing assets to ensure 

that they continue to provide service to the community. As normal there will be a number of new capital 

projects. 

Depending on the level at which rates are capped in future years, Council may need to review the level of 

services and capital works expenditure which are delivered in future years. 
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Key 10-year Financial Plan assumptions  
There are a number of assumptions underlying the forecasts for income, expenditure, assets, liabilities, 

equity, cash, capital works expenditure and human resources included in the PLAN. These assumptions 

include: 

• Rate increase for Year one (2022/23) budgeted at 1.75% 

• Rate Increase for Year two onward budgeted at 2.0% with no variation over the period of the PLAN* 

• 1.0% Financial assistance grant (FAG) indexation increase** 

• 0.1% Other Grants increase 

• No greater than 1.5% Statutory Fees increase 

• 1.75% User fees & charges increase*** 

• 1.75% Other income increase (e.g. Rents) 

• 1.73% interest income to be received 

• 1.75% Expenses (non-staff) increase 

• 2.0% staffing costs increase  

• No Defined Benefits call**** 

• Rolling $200 to $300k of new initiatives (Attributed to operational priorities linked to Council Plan) 

   *        Any actual variations will be remodelled within the PLAN 

   **     Phasing of FAGS may impact budget reporting – where possible adjustments reflect actual FY contribution 

   ***   Council’s discretionary fees may increase in accordance with cost recovery needs or rate cap fluctuations  

       **** If Benefits called, Contingency 1: Revision of cash allocation, Contingency 2: Re-deployment of capital budget 

These assumptions have been derived from the following sources: 

• assessment of the current financial position 

• scan of the external economic environment 

• forecast changes in population and demographics 

• advice from officers responsible for service and capital works planning and delivery 

• services and initiatives contained in plans adopted or proposed to be adopted by council. 

• Inclusion of grant funding only where funding is announced or there is a high likelihood of funding 
availability. 

• Capital expenditure & income based on current 10-year Capital works program 
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Financial Sustainability  
Developing financial strategies for councils is often a difficult process, which poses questions like: - 

• Is the council achieving a sufficient amount of revenue to meet the current and future needs of 
Indigo Shire’s community? 

• What should the target be in respect to resourcing expenditure on new assets (capital 
expenditure)? 

• What is the council’s targeted renewal investment and is this maintaining an acceptable level of 
service for the community? 

• What is an acceptable rate and charge increase, considering whether a case exists to seek rates 
rises above the rate cap? 

• What is an acceptable level of borrowings? 

Some of these answers come from prudential guidelines established by industry bodies such as the 

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP), or from Victorian Auditor General’s 

reports. However, a great deal is left for each council as an individual entity to determine. How does the 

council gather appropriate data on which to base decisions about its financial future? 

The use of financial indicators that assess the comparative financial position of each council in Victoria 

provides a valuable source of information in establishing financial strategies. These indicators highlight the 

relative financial strengths of each council and uncover the opportunities that councils may seek for 

improvement. The indicators are used to identify trends in financial sustainability.  

In preparing the financial plan, Indigo Shire council has complied with the following principles of sound 

financial management: 

a) Prudent management of financial risks relating to debt, assets and liabilities; 

b) Provision of reasonable stability and predictability in the level of rates; 

c) Consideration of the financial effects of council decisions on future generations; and, 

d) Full accurate and timely disclosure of financial information. 

The key objective that underlines the financial plan is financial sustainability in the medium and long-term, 

whilst achieving the objectives set out in the Indigo Shire Council Plan. 

Analysis of Council’s Financial Sustainability 

The concepts most people use in their personal and business lives are basically the same as those that 

should be applied to local government; however, those concepts need some modification. 

Councils are perpetual organisations that manage intergenerational community services and assets. 

Councils provide the legal framework by which communities own infrastructure and assets collectively. 

The Australian Local Government Association’s (ALGA’s) definition of financial sustainability is worth noting: 

“A council’s long-term financial performance and position is sustainable where planned long-term service 

and infrastructure levels and standards are met without unplanned increases in rates or disruptive cuts to 

services.” 

It is against this definition then that the sustainability of Indigo Shire Council can be assessed. 
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Victoria Auditor General 

The Victoria Auditor General’s Office (VAGO) in December 2021 released its results of 20120-21 Audits: 

Local Government. The report outlines an analysis on the financial sustainability of councils and regional 

library corporations.   

VAGO’s indicators of council financial sustainability risk are: 

Indicator Definition Formula 

Profitability indicators 

Net result (%) This measures how much of each dollar collected as revenue translates 

to net result. A positive result indicates a surplus, and the larger the 

percentage, the stronger the result. 

A negative result indicates a deficit. Operating deficits cannot be 
sustained in the long term. 

The net result and total revenue are obtained from the comprehensive 
operating statement. 

Net result / Total 

revenue 

Adjusted underlying 

result 

This measures an entity ability to generate surplus in the ordinary course 

of business—excluding non-recurrent capital grants, non-monetary asset 

contributions, and other contributions to fund capital expenditure from 

net result. A surplus or increasing surplus suggests an improvement in 

the operating position. 

Adjusted underlying 

surplus (or deficit) / 

Adjusted underlying 

revenue 

Financing indicators 

Liquidity (ratio) This measures an entity's ability to pay existing liabilities in the next 12 

months. A ratio greater than 1.0 means there are more cash and liquid 

assets than short-term liabilities. 

Current assets / 

Current liabilities 

Internal financing 

(%) 

This measures an entity's ability to finance capital works using cash 

generated by its operating cash flows. The higher the percentage, the 

greater the ability for the entity to finance capital works from its own 

funds. 

Net operating cash 

flow / Net capital 

expenditure 

Indebtedness (%) This assesses an entity's ability to pay the principal and interest on 

borrowings, as and when they fall due, from the funds it generates. The 

lower the ratio, the less revenue the entity is required to use to repay its 

total debt. 

Own-sourced revenue is used, rather than total revenue, because it does 

not include grants or contributions. 

Non-current 

liabilities / Own-

sourced revenue 
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Indicator Definition Formula 

Asset renewal and maintenance indicators 

Capital replacement 

(ratio) 

This compares of the rate of spending on infrastructure, property, plant 

and equipment, and intangibles with its depreciation and amortisation. 

This is a long-term indicator, as capital expenditure can differ in the 

short term if there are insufficient funds available from operations, and 

borrowing is not an option. A ratio less than 1.0 means the spending on 

capital works has not kept pace with consumption of assets. 

Cash outflows for 

property, plant and 

equipment / 

Depreciation 

Renewal gap (ratio) This compares the rate of spending on existing assets through renewing, 

restoring, and replacing existing assets with depreciation. Ratios higher 

than 1.0 indicate that spending on existing assets is faster than the 

depreciation rate. 

Renewal and 

upgrade 

expenditure / 

Depreciation 

         [Source: VAGO] 

The following results have been provided by VAGO’s analysis of the 2020/21 result: 

 

  
 

VAGO did not provide additional commentary on the sustainability results for individual councils for the 

2020/21 year. 

The following notable changes in risk level and comments from the current year budget are as follows: 

1.  Adjusted Underlying Result 

An indicator of the sustainable operating result required to enable Council to continue to provide 

core services and meet its objectives.  Any decline means reliance on capital grants, Council's 

cash reserves or increased debt to maintain services. 

 

2. Liquidity 
Provides measure of council’s ability to pay existing liabilities in the next 12 months. 

 

3. Internal Financing 

A decline in this indicator is caused by the (expected) completion of all capital programs.  

Red (High) Yellow (Medium) Green (Low)

Average 

small 

shires

Adopted 

Budget

Adopted 

Forecast

Adopted 

Budget

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2021 2022 2022 2023

Adjusted underlying result (%) N/A 8.13% (10.18%) 11.08% 3.04% (3.68%) (0.43%) (66.50%) (6.70%) (7.45%) (4.35%) (6.38%)

Net result (%) 9.57% 14.65% (6.90%) 15.72% 9.83% 7.75% 12.75% (43.37%) 5.12% 12.70% 17.22% 3.01%

Liquidity (ratio) 2.17 1.50 1.29 2.19 2.00 2.15 1.97 1.75 2.62 1.44 1.73 0.72

Internal financing (%) 90.40% 84.98% 85.26% 196.73% 140.63% 114.66% 123.03% 154.56% 172.61% 68.57% 118.06% 45.52%

Indebtedness (%) 22.45% 26.66% 38.01% 35.95% 31.59% 29.47% 28.35% 26.01% 13.39% 26.29% 23.59% 26.46%

Capital replacement (ratio) 1.61 2.51 1.31 1.05 1.06 1.10 1.63 1.48 1.37 2.63 1.88 2.60

Renewal gap (ratio) 1.56 2.34 1.17 0.70 0.83 1.01 1.25 0.87 1.07 1.73 1.01 1.58

Indigo - VAGO indicators
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Rating Strategy 

Background to the present rating system 

Rate revenue is a major source of Indigo Shire Council’s revenues, accounting for approximately 48% of its 

annual income. 

Council has endeavoured to balance the cost of providing rates and services as fairly as possible across all 

ratepayer groups. Council’s practices and decisions regarding rating are influenced by a number of factors 

including legislation and Council’s strategies and plans.  

There are major practical considerations that influence what type of services will attract fees and charges. 

Most critically is whether the services being considered are either entirely or partially public goods. Public 

goods are defined as services that provide a broad and often unquantifiable benefit to the community 

rather than a particular benefit to individuals, businesses, specific groups or individual properties. Public 

goods have the following characteristics:  

The use of or enjoyment of them by one person does not diminish their availability to, or enjoyment 

by, others (that is, they are non-rival); and it is not practical to exclude access to them (that is, they are 

non-excludable).  

Council currently uses the Capital Improved Value (CIV) as a basis for levying rates. The CIV is determined by 
the Valuer General and is the total market value of the land plus the value of improvements made to the 
property including buildings and landscaping.  

CIV considers the total value of the property (Site Value plus the value of all improvements); the sum which 

land, if it were held for an estate in fee simple unencumbered by any lease, mortgage or other charge, 

might be expected to realise at the time of valuation if offered for sale on any reasonable terms and 

conditions which a genuine seller might in ordinary circumstances be expected to require. 

Indigo Shire Council levies rates using a differential system in accordance Section 161 of Local 

Government Act (2020). The use of differential rates ensures greater equity and appropriate contribution 

from rates according to land use characteristics in relation to affordability and taxation principles. Following 

are the differential rating categories: 

General Differential  

The objective of this general rate is to ensure that all rateable land makes an equitable financial 
contribution to the cost of carrying out the functions of Council, including (but not limited to) the 
construction and maintenance of infrastructure assets, development and provision of community 
services and provision of support services.  

The categorisation of “general” properties includes small businesses that operate from residential 
properties that are of small scale and do not cause significant commercial impact on the community. 
This may include small accommodation businesses (B&B’s or self-contained accommodation, small 
scale professional business such as accounting etc.).  

Being the base / default differential category, the rating differential of General properties is always 

100%. 

Residential Vacant Differential 

In order to encourage development, Council considers that vacant land should be treated differently. 
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Council recognises that the area of higher differential rating of residential vacant land is subjective 

and arguments can be made to support a number of positions. Council considers on balance there are 

factors that materially influence the decisions of property owners to sell or develop land. 

Council applies a differential rate titled Residential Vacant, with the differential set at 200% of the 

General rate. 

Rural Differentials (Rural 1 and Rural 2) 

The basis for this decision is that, in the absence of some rate relief, the higher land component 

inherent in farming properties contributes to their relatively higher values and would result in 

farmers having to pay disproportionately high rates in relation to the income or surplus able to be 

generated from their properties 

Council applies two rural differentials;  

Rural 1:  For land greater than 40 HA, the differential rate will be set at 75% of the General rate.  

Rural 2:  For land between 8 HA and 40 HA, the differential rate will be set at 90% of the General rate.  

Commercial and Industrial Land Differential 

It is Council’s position that businesses place additional demands on some council services. Higher 

demands are also placed on road infrastructure through specific commercial/industrial heavy vehicle 

movements. Additionally, commercial operations are direct and indirect beneficiaries of economic 

development and tourism activities and promotion within the shire. 

Council applies a differential rate titled Commercial/Industrial with the differential set at 135% of the 

General rate. 

Indigo Shire Council levies a Municipal Charge at or near the maximum permitted 20% as defined in 

Section 159 of the Local Government Act (2020). 

Council considers that it is equitable that properties make a standard contribution to some administrative 

costs and that the municipal charge is a useful means of ensuring that, regardless of property size or 

valuation, each assessment contributes a flat, identical contribution towards the operation of the Council. 

Specifically: 

Retirement Villages  

Council acknowledge that retirement villages provide a proportion of the services normally provided 

by local government. Council only charges one Municipal Charge and one Environmental 

Management Contribution per accredited retirement village. 

Cultural and Recreational properties  

The Cultural and Recreational Lands Act 1963 provides a means for Councils to grant a rating 

concession to any cultural or recreational property which meet the test of being ‘rateable land’ under 

the Act. Council does not consider that rebates to Cultural and Recreational Land provides sufficient 

public benefit to justify the additional rating burden on all other ratepayers. 

Charitable and Not-For-Profit Organisations  
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Section 154 of the Local Government Act 2020 provides for properties where the use is charitable, to 

be non-rateable. Council complies with Section 154 of the Local Government Act (2020) and does not 

expand concessions beyond those provided for in legislation. 

Service Charges  

Council currently applies four service charges for garbage collection, recycling collection, organic 

collection and for environmental management.  

Assessment of current rating levels 

Comparing the relativity of rating levels between councils can be a difficult exercise due to debate over the 

most appropriate methods to use and the inability to consider the intricacies of rating structures in different 

councils. 

Also, councils have significantly different infrastructure needs and geographic sizes. Each municipality has 

significantly different levels of capital works, funding structures for capital works and varying debt levels. 

 

On a rates per capita basis, Indigo is the lowest of the small rural councils, and below the group average of 

$1,622.76. 
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For the rates revenue ratio, Indigo is the 10th lowest out of 19 small rural councils, and higher than the 

group average of 45.80%. 
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Fees and Charges 

Indigo Shire council provides a wide range of services to the community, often for a fee or charge.  

The nature of these fees and charges generally depends on whether they relate to compulsory or 

discretionary services.  

Compulsory services attract unavoidable charges and can include such services as garbage collection, 

disposal, recycling and other special charges usually imposed on residents through rates notices. 

Discretionary services are those that residents can choose to use or not, such as recreation services, child 

care, applications for planning and building approvals and human services. In most cases council provides 

these on a fee-for-service, or user-pays basis rather than funding them entirely out of rates and other 

general revenues. 

Currently, Indigo Shire uses surplus funds from service areas to cross-subsidise other service areas that are 

unable to fully recover the cost of service through fees or other sources of funding. Indigo Shire will 

undertake a cost assessment of all service areas over the period of the plan to determine a “true cost of 

service” and apply a fee structure set at a level that recovers the full cost of the service. Where fees do not 

satisfy council’s Best Value or Competitive Neutrality obligations, cross subsidisation may still be required.  

Some of these fees and charges, such as statutory planning fees, are set by state government statute and 

are commonly known as ‘regulatory fees’. In these cases, council usually has no control over service pricing. 

Non-regulatory fees and charges, however, are set by council following consideration of a range of factors.  

In this Plan, the terms ‘fees’ and ‘charges’ are used generically to cover all user charges and fees-for-service 

that are set and managed by council. 

Revenue and Rating Plan 
Councils are now required to produce a 4-year Revenue and Rating Plan (R&R). This is one of the LGA 2020 

changes for the current budget build process. This document is different to the Revenue and Rating Strategy 

that will be produced in the coming year. 

The format of the R&R Plan has been set for all Victorian Councils. The document will be completed and 

supplied to Councillors as part of this budget build process.  

It is not proposed that this new plan will trigger any changes to current revenue or rating policy. Instead, 

this is simply an increase in reporting and transparency to the community. 

The Local Government Act 2020 (the Act) gives council the power to set these fees and charges to offset the 

cost of their service. 

A widely accepted principle for public sector pricing is that where only the user of the service obtains the 

benefit from that service, fees and charges should be set at a level that recovers the full cost of providing 

the services, unless there is an overriding policy or imperative in favour of subsidisation. 

Full cost represents the value of all the resources used or consumed in the provision of a service. In addition 

to the costs directly associated with the service, full cost includes an appropriate allocation of indirect, 

including capital costs. 

The principle to recover the full cost of a service where relevant is likely to encourage more efficient 

outcomes for a council, by focusing its attention on the efficient cost of service delivery. It should also 
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reduce or avoid the risk of over-consumption of services that could occur if they were provided free of 

charge. 

Full cost recovery, where appropriate, also contributes to achieving allocative efficiency—where resources 

are optimally allocated to benefit society and where the value consumers place on a good or service equals 

the cost of production.  

When setting service fees and charges councils need to consider the efficiency of their services, the 

requirements of the Best Value principles, and the need to comply with their Competitive Neutrality 

obligations for significant business activities they provide.  

At a minimum, this requires council to apply and monitor meaningful cost standards for its services to take 

account of efficient costs and to consider the principles of access, affordability and equity. 

Equity considerations are important factors impacting on pricing decisions and for determining the 

appropriate level of cost recovery for given services. This involves balancing the desire to distribute costs 

equally to users who benefit from the service with assuring equal access to those with less capacity to pay. 

These are often competing priorities, which can be further complicated by the need to make appropriate 

price adjustments to offset any advantages or disadvantages to council arising from it competing with the 

private sector. 

While full cost recovery represents the optimum pricing outcome, it is important to note that there will be 

situations where it is appropriate for council to recover less than the full cost, or not to recover costs 

through fees and charges at all. For example, where: 

• Full cost recovery is not commercially competitive users receive only some of the benefits of the 

service, with the balance going to external, unrelated third parties 

• Social policy or access considerations outweigh the objectives of full cost recovery 

• Decisions of individuals to consume services should not impact on others who have no choice about 

that transaction (i.e. cross subsidisation) 

• Rates minimized for all. User then determine if they need that fee-for-service, or are getting value 

for money and are prepared to pay for that service. If all included in rates or cross subsidized then 

no such conscious decision can be made. 

• Sound financial management 

• Best value principles 

o Service costs and quality standards 

o Value for money 

o Community expectations and values 

o Affordability and accessibility of services 

Fees and charges are important to ratepayers and to the users of services. From a ratepayer’s viewpoint, fee 

revenue supplements, and therefore ought to reduce, the rate burden. If fees and charges revenue do not 

keep pace with increases in the cost of service provision, or if fees are set only partially to recover costs, 

then the cost burden can fall back onto the ratepayer. 
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From the service user’s viewpoint, the fee or charge acts as a price signal about the cost and value of 

resources used to produce the service. It also creates a user expectation that appropriate service standards 

will be set and met. 

Fees Revenue 

Council’s fees and charges revenue as a percentage of its total revenue is above the average for small rural 

shires, which is outlined in the graph below. 

 

Auditor General’s Report 
In April 2010 the Auditor General delivered to Parliament its report titled “Fees and Charges – cost recovery 

by local government”. 

The report concluded, based on a sample of five councils reviewed, that Victorian councils are not 

effectively managing the full costs of the services they provide. Further, they are not basing their fees and 

charges on any clear understanding of these costs, or of the other societal, economic and legal factors that 

must be considered when establishing prices for community services. 

The Auditor General consequently made the following recommendations: recommendations Page 

1. Councils should develop and endorse central policies on service costing that provide guidance to staff 

on: 

▪ principles of cost recovery and their relationship to service 

▪ delivery objectives 

▪ the methodology for costing council services and the associated rationale. 

2. Councils should review and, where necessary, enhance their current cost allocation practices by: 

▪ developing a costing model and related processes to allocate indirect costs 

▪ recognising and reporting the full cost of their services. 
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3. Councils should strengthen oversight of service costs by: 

▪ setting cost standards based on efficient costs 

▪ regularly reporting to senior management and council on the efficiency and full cost of their 

services and relate this to fees and charges collected. 

4. Councils should develop and endorse central policies on fee setting that provide guidance to staff on: 

▪ principles for fee setting and their relationship to service delivery objectives  

▪ appropriate fee setting methods, including factors to be considered in determining the required 

level of cost recovery 

▪ procedures for assuring compliance with competitive neutrality requirements 

▪ procedures for monitoring service costs and fees and charges. 

5. Councils should strengthen fee setting practices to assure that decisions are evidence-based and 

demonstrate consideration of: 

▪ both the direct and indirect cost of goods and services to establish the full cost 

▪ Best Value principles including accessibility, affordability and the efficient cost of services 

▪ Competitive Neutrality policy requirements. 

6. Local Government Victoria (LGV), in consultation with stakeholders, should develop guidance for 

councils on setting fees and charges. 

Local Government Act 2020 

The Local Government Act 2020 (the Act) empowers councils to generate revenue from fees and charges by: 

▪ making local laws that provide for determining fees and charges for goods and services, including 

setting maximum and minimum fees; and 

▪ declaring a service rate or service charge, or combination of both for providing waste disposal, 

sewage, or other prescribed services. 

Best Value principles 

In December 1999, the Victorian Government introduced the Local Government (Best Value Principles) Act 

1999.  

The Best Value legislation has principles to guide how a service should be monitored and reviewed on an 

ongoing basis. These include: 

▪ being responsive to community needs; 

▪ ensuring services are accessible by those to whom they are targeted; 

▪ achieving continuous improvement through regular review; 

▪ consultation and reporting to the community; and  

▪ establishing cost and quality standards for all services.  

The last item is important for council in managing the cost of services as it enables council to assess the 

efficiency and cost-effectiveness of its services and to make informed pricing decisions. 
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Competitive neutrality policy 

The Victorian Government is party to the inter-governmental Competition Principles Agreement (CPA), 

which is one of the three agreements that collectively underpin National Competition Policy (NCP). Under 

the CPA, Victoria is obliged to apply competitive neutrality policy and principles to all significant business 

activities undertaken by government agencies and local governments, where the benefits of applying 

competitive neutrality exceed the costs. 

In Victoria this is further supported by the Competitive Neutrality Policy Victoria 2000 (CNP). 

The aim of the CNP is to create a level playing field by requiring councils to adjust their service prices to 

neutralise any competitive advantages when competing with the private sector. It is up to each council to 

determine which of its business activities are significant and accordingly fall under the scope of the policy. 

As far as is practicable, all user charges should be adjusted to ensure competitive neutrality. 

Competitive neutrality policy can mean that goods and services supplied on a commercial basis in an open 

market may be set above full cost recovery level, reflecting the higher costs faced by private sector 

competitors.  

Definitions 
▪ A ‘user charge’ or ‘fee-for-service’ is the direct charge for the provision of a good or service by 

the Government in an open market. Examples include the charge of processing a Freedom of 

Information request, and the fee for a copy of a marriage, birth or death certificate.  

Objectives 

Efficiency Objective  

The costs of Council provided activities need to be recovered in some way – either from users or others who 

benefit from the good, service or activity; those whose actions give rise to it; or from ratepayers more 

generally. 

Cross-subsidies occur when one group of users pay for more than the costs of the services (or products) 

they receive, and the ‘surplus’ is used to offset the cost of services provided to other users.  

Cross-subsidisation should be avoided when structuring charges, unless there is an explicit reason to cross 

subsidise – for example, in order to pursue equity or social policy objectives. 

From an economic efficiency point of view, cross-subsidies are undesirable because those paying the 

subsidy will under-consume resources, and those receiving the subsidy will be encouraged to consume 

more resources than would be the case if the relevant product/activity were to be appropriately priced.  

Conversely, those who receive a subsidy may be encouraged to use too much of the product/activity.  

Often, the costs of cross-subsidies remain hidden. Groups can receive benefits without those incurring the 

costs (i.e. other ratepayers) knowing they are doing so. This is contrary to the important principle of 

transparency.  
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Direct subsidies are a more transparent form of assistance and thus are preferable to hidden 

cross-subsidies. 

Equity Objectives 

When used in a public finance context, equity can have both horizontal and vertical dimensions. 

Horizontal equity refers to treating people in similar situations in similar ways. In the case of cost 

recovery, horizontal equity refers to those who benefit from Council activities, or those that 

contribute to the need for government regulation, having to pay the associated costs.  

This improves equity because it avoids the situation where all taxpayers have to pay the associate 

costs regardless of whether or not they benefit from – or give rise to the need for – the activity or 

regulation. 

Vertical equity, on the other hand, refers to those with greater means contributing proportionately 

more than those with lesser means. In the context of cost recovery, vertical equity may be affected if 

different charging arrangements apply to different groups of users or industries. For example, 

concessions may be provided on certain charges to particular user groups (e.g. those on low 

incomes), where the goal is to maximise these groups’ access to certain goods and services.  

Full Cost Recovery 

As stated in the Victorian Guide to Regulation, general government policy is that regulatory fees and user 

charges should be set on a full cost recovery basis because it ensures that both efficiency and equity 

objectives are met.  

Full cost represents the value of all the resources used or consumed in the provision of an output or activity.  

Full cost recovery is consistent with achieving the efficiency and equity objectives: 

▪ Full cost recovery promotes the efficient allocation of resources by sending the appropriate price 

signals about the value of all the resources being used in the provision of government goods, 

services and/or regulatory activity.  

▪ From a horizontal equity point of view, full cost recovery ensures that those that have benefited 

from Council-provided goods and services, or those that give rise to the need for Council 

regulation, pay the associated cost. Those parties that do not benefit or take part in a regulated 

activity do not have to bear the costs.  

Exceptions to Full Cost Recovery 

In some circumstances it may be considered appropriate to under-recover the full costs of supplying goods 

and services, because of the need to provide value for money to the rate-payers, willingness of residents to 

pay, and community service obligations. 

While general policy is for costs to be recovered on a full cost basis, there are nevertheless situations where 

it may be desirable to recover at less than full cost, or not to recover costs at all.  

Examples of such situations include circumstances where: 

▪ practical implementation issues make cost recovery infeasible; 

▪ there are benefits to unrelated third parties;  
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▪ social policy or vertical equity considerations are considered to outweigh the efficiency 

objectives associated with full cost recovery; and/or 

▪ full cost-recovery might adversely affect the achievement of other Council policy objectives. 

Social policy factors (or community service obligations) may include: 

▪ ensuring community access to all services regardless of capacity to pay; and 

▪ greater community benefit arising from use of the services (for example improved community 

health through access to subsidised sport and recreation services) 

Where the Council is providing goods and services on a commercial basis, in competition with the private 

sector, it is appropriate for a charge to be set at the commercial market price – even if this implies a level 

that exceeds full cost recovery (Competitive neutrality principle).  

Simplicity 

When setting charges, it is important to ensure that they are simple to understand, and to implement. 

Complex arrangements, while theoretically pure, may result in unjustified costs, unnecessary confusion, and 

high levels of evasion. 

Statutory Fees - Restrictions 

Some fees and charges are set, or capped, by State Government. These include fees for services such as 

statutory planning and land information certificates.  

Fees and charges have significant revenue implications in terms of cost recovery for a particular service. 

While statutory fees do not form a large proportion of a Council’s revenue, the quantum is important in 

terms of a Council’s capacity to receive adequate compensation for the provision of the statutory services.  

General Operating Assumptions 
The general assumptions affecting all operating income and expenditure are included the following table. 

 

 

Consumer Price Index 

The current forecasts estimate that the Victoria’s CPI at 1.75 per cent in 2022/23 and 2 per cent in 2023/24 

and 2.25 percent for 2024/25. 

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32

% % % % % % % % % %

Consumer 

Price Index 
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

Rate cap 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

Property 

growth 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Wages growth 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

Grants 

(operating) 
0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

Statutory fees 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50

Investment 

return 
1.73 1.73 1.73 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74
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For the purposes of developing this PLAN, CPI has been set at 2 percent for the whole plan which is not 

consistent with the Victorian Budget Papers (Projected to 2024/25) and applied to all income and expense 

types. 

Rate Cap 

For the 2022/23 financial year, council rate rises have been capped at 1.75 percent. 

Rate caps are assumed as ongoing and forecast figures for the period of the PLAN have been based on a 

conservative estimate of 2.0 percent ongoing.   

Council reserves the right to apply for a higher cap to support a critical need for spending on services or projects 

that requires a rate rise above the capped amount.  This is subject to a full consultative process. 

Property Growth 

The municipality is expected to continue growing marginally over the ten-year period based on current trends 

in property development. The property growth rate has been forecast to 1 percent annually. It should be 

noted that Indigo Shire’s population is ageing, and new development will be restricted as a result. 

Wages Growth 

Council’s enterprise agreement ceases at the end of this calendar year.   The wages growth in the PLAN is 

based on a 2.0 percent per annum.  This assumption is based on industry information and estimates of the 

likely quantum. 

Grants (Operating) 

Council receives on average approximately $9 million annually in operating grants from State and 

Commonwealth sources for the purposes of funding the delivery of services to ratepayers.  This includes 

approximately $5.54 million for the 2022/23 year in financial assistance grants.  Future increases in Financial 

Assistance Grants has been set at 1 percent while other operating grants have been set at 0.1 percent in all 

years.  

Fees and Fines 

Council raises on average approximately $894k in fees and fines annually, which are imposed in line with 

legislation governing local government activities such as planning and building applications, animal 

registrations and parking fines. Future increases in statutory fees have been set 1.5 percent and other fees 

and fines at 2 percent in all years. 

Investment Return 

The official cash rate is currently 0.10 percent, following a period of stability by the Reserve Bank. The 

Governor and the Treasurer have agreed that the appropriate target for monetary policy in Australia is to 

achieve an inflation rate of 2–3 per cent, on average, over time 

Council has set its investment return at 1.73 percent in 2022/23 to 2024/25 and 2.74% for the remaining of 

the 10-year plan. 
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Climate Change Adaptation 

Why adaptation is necessary 

Expectations for hotter and generally drier conditions in future, with increasing frequency and intensity of 

extreme climatic events, have implications for the continued delivery of local government assets and 

services. Indigo Shire Council is already faced with heatwave, drought, fire and flood. These extremes place 

pressure on the achievement of strategic objectives, via a range of community, reputation, service delivery, 

financial and environmental consequences.  

Climate change adaptation is a process of adjustment to actual or expected climate and its effects.  It aims 

to reduce harm and vulnerability, and make use of opportunities. 

Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan 

Indigo Shire Council’s Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan (the Adaptation Plan) includes a risk 

assessment, development of adaptation actions and an implementation plan to assist Council in preparing 

for climate change. The purpose of the Adaptation Plan is to deliver adaptation actions and to build 

adaptive capacity within the organisation.  To assist in fulfilling Council’s mission to support and develop a 

sustainable, thriving and resilient community through leadership and partnerships, Council is seeking to; 

• embed the climate change lens into all operational and strategic policy and decision making; 

• increase the resilience of Council’s infrastructure and service delivery by building internal capacity 

to absorb, adapt and adjust to the expected shocks of climate change; 

• promote cooperative partnerships with neighbouring Councils to facilitate adaptation 

The purpose of this Adaptation Plan is to:  

• identify risks to the high standard of existing Council services and infrastructure posed by climate 

change and develop adaptation responses; 

• provide a plan which acknowledges adaptation is necessary and prepares Council to respond to the 

impacts of climate change; 

• address the Council Plan’s strategic objective “We will adapt to changing environmental conditions” 

by implementing practical actions which respond to identified climate risks; 

• demonstrate Council’s commitment to climate change adaptation and identify key concerns 

requiring longer term, strategic action. 

Adaptation is different to mitigation. Mitigation (or greenhouse gas abatement) efforts focus on minimising 

the extent of climate change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Adaptation is a complementary area of 

work; it recognises that some level of climate change is still occurring, then plans and acts accordingly to 

adjust to changing conditions.  

A number of benefits can be achieved by understanding how increasing climatic extremes impact on local 

government assets and services, and then responding appropriately. Key considerations contributing to the 

business case for adapting to climate change include: 

• managing organisational climate risks 

• reducing financial loss 

• reducing risk to human life  

• identifying opportunities  

• raising awareness of climate related issues 
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• addressing reputational risk 

• managing legal issues, and 

• planning for vulnerable communities. 

These considerations align closely with the consequence types included in the Indigo Shire Council’s risk 

management framework.  

Service Delivery 
The assumptions affecting specific services provided by council are set out below. 

Roads 

Indigo Shire will utilise operating and capital funds principally to cover its roads renewals objectives. It is 

assumed that the Roads to Recovery funding will be ongoing and utilised in addition to Council 

contributions. 

Waste Management 

Indigo Shire Council’s financial result for the waste management service does vary from surplus to deficit 

from year to year depending on the level of expenditure after providing for future landfill rehabilitation 

costs required in any one year. Over the past 14 years Council has a cumulative deficit of $955k. Any savings 

are prioritised as contingencies for potential future land rehabilitation costs. 

The below table shows these financials over the last 14 years. 

 

Changes to the recycling industry will have a direct impact on Council’s kerbside collection costs and will be 

closely monitored to better understand and address consequential financial and service impacts.  

Community and Economic Development 

Indigo Shire budgets for a comprehensive service plan across all community sectors including Maternal Child 

Health, Early Years, Health, Recreation and Aged Care. Strategies are in development that will influence 

future service directions and resourcing, which will be built into the PLAN as they mature. 

In 2018 Indigo Shire ceased its HACC services and as a result significant direct and indirect savings will 

impact future budgets. Indigo Shire will ensure home and community care services are made available to 

Account Group
2007/08 

Actuals

2008/09 

Actuals

2009/10 

Actuals

2010/11 

Actuals

2011/12 

Actuals

2012/13 

Actuals

2013/14 

Actuals

2014/15 

Actuals

2015/16 

Actuals

2016/17 

Actuals

2017/18 

Actuals

2018/19 

Actuals

2019/20 

Actuals

2020/21 

Actuals

Income

Operational income 1,466,020 1,494,308 1,535,979 1,718,570 1,999,760 2,147,406 2,353,503 2,432,798 2,720,828 2,858,691 2,983,290 3,044,674 3,192,061 3,392,592

Total Income 1,466,020 1,494,308 1,535,979 1,718,570 1,999,760 2,147,406 2,353,503 2,432,798 2,720,828 2,858,691 2,983,290 3,044,674 3,192,061 3,392,592

Expense

Operational expenses 1,339,756 1,313,989 1,436,803 1,630,285 1,928,766 1,887,837 2,070,672 2,029,268 2,398,632 2,502,479 2,646,403 2,872,106 3,001,848 3,244,042

Landfill rehabilitation 55,000 60,000 69,996 1,134,277 20,650  (442,501) 0 0 2,336,480 185,610 195,708 199,452 96,318 81,600

Total Expense 1,394,756 1,373,989 1,506,799 2,764,562 1,949,416 1,445,336 2,070,672 2,029,268 4,735,112 2,688,089 2,842,111 3,071,558 3,098,166 3,325,642

Surplus / (Deficit)* 71,264 120,319 29,179 (1,045,992) 50,343 702,070 282,831 403,530 (2,014,285) 170,602 141,179 (26,884) 93,895 66,950

4.9% 8.1% 1.9% -60.9% 2.5% 32.7% 12.0% 16.6% -74.0% 6.0% 4.7% -0.9% 2.9% 2.0%

Cumulative Surplus / (Deficit)* 71,264 191,583 220,762  (825,230)  (774,887)  (72,817) 210,014 613,545  (1,400,740)  (1,230,139)  (1,088,959)  (1,115,843)  (1,021,948)  (954,998)

Waste - Income Statement actual 2008 - 2021

* For both actual and budget a positive net result means a favourable contribution to Council, which is referred to as a Surplus and a negative net result means a unfavourable contribution to Council, 

which is referred to as a Deficit.

Actual
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the community through an external provider. The Ageing Well strategy and service area positions Council to 

provide ongoing support for an ageing population. 

Shared Services 

Indigo Shire is committed to pursuing shared service opportunities with its neighbouring councils in the 

region.  Outcomes will have a direct bearing on the resourcing of affected services however it is not known 

yet which services or to what extent the project will impact budgeting. This project will be monitored and 

included in future PLAN reviews. 

Property valuations 

Prior to 2018/19 Council was required to revalue all properties within the municipality every two years. The 

last general revaluation was carried out as at 1 January 2022 effective for the 2022/23 year. Since 1 July 2018 

land valuations are remitted by the Valuer-General of Victoria undertaken annually. Indigo Shire anticipates 

a net overall annual operating saving resulting from these new arrangements. 

New initiatives 

Each annual budget contains projects that are ‘new’, insofar that they are a change of direction for council 

or an increase in the current base level of service that is funded.  

The new initiative process is iterative, commencing with a review of each service plan as well as assessing 

the actions arising from the 4-year Council plan (and other strategic plans and strategies).  

Council will generally budget, on average, up to approximately $200,000 to $300,000 annually for new 

initiatives however, funding allocation is ultimately determined following a high level of scrutiny and 

capacity may fluctuate depending on budget headroom, initiative priority and phasing 

Other Assumptions 
Other assumptions affecting operating income and expenditure which cannot be directly attributed to specific 

services are included the following table. 

  

Population 

The municipality is expected to continue growing over the ten-year period based on current trends in property 

development. The growth rate has been forecast to increase between 0.5 percent and 1.0 percent annually 

over the forecast period. This will contribute an additional $16.017 million in rate revenue in the 2022/23 

year, increasing to approximately $21.544 million by 2031/32. This figure does not include domestic waste 

charges as they are service based rather than population based. 

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32

$’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000 $’000

Buller Gas net 

contribution to 

Council

572 586 601 616 631 647 663 680 697 714

Developer 

contributions 

(cash)

22 22 22 22 22 23 23 23 23 24

Financial 

assistance 

grants

5,544 5,600 5,656 5,712 5,770 5,827 5,886 5,944 6,004 6,064

Grants (capital) 4,360 5,033 5,133 5,723 4,583 5,183 4,583 5,533 4,683 4,683

Asset sales 

(proceeds)
200 197 75 197 120 165 194 194 194 194
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Developer Contributions (Cash) 

Contributions are levied on developers for the purpose of offsetting future costs associated with the 

creation of open space and new community infrastructure. For Indigo Shire this equates to approximately 

$22k in the 2022/23 year and is assumed to grow at 1 percent annually. Indigo Shire is experiencing limited 

pockets of expansion, in areas such as Tangambalanga, more in response to residential demand servicing 

Wodonga. At this stage Indigo Shire does not have an approved development contribution plan in place in 

the planning scheme and therefore developer contributions are estimates only. 

Financial Assistance Grants 

Council’s financial assistance grant allocation has been steady at approximately $4.7m annually. While the 

initial allocation for the 2022/23 year of $5.544 million is assumed, future allocations have been set based on 

the Victoria Grants Commission’s current transitional arrangements. These arrangements limit the annual 

decreases using a capping arrangement, with the minimum level expected to be reached in 2021/22.     

Grants (Capital) 

Council receives both recurrent and non-recurrent government funding for capital works projects.  It is 

assumed that the Roads to Recovery grant of $1.068 million will recur annually and significant grants such as 

Rail Trail, Epic Mountain Bike and other capital grants will reduce to more normal levels from the 2023/24 

year, subject to new projects that may be announced in future. 

Asset Sales (Proceeds) 

Council has in the past disposed of surplus assets to partially fund its capital needs as well as replace existing 

assets with the plant replacement program. Assets are generally fully depreciated and an amount of $200k 

has been forecast in 2022/23 however no additional reserve has been assumed for potential future land sales 

including Tangambalanga.  

General Balance Sheet 

The general assumptions affecting assets, liabilities and equity balances are set out below: 

• 97 percent of the total rates and charges raised, is expected to be collected.  Council expect to there 
will be still requests for financial hardship to continue.  As such for this current financial year and 
adopted budget this assumption may be impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

• trade creditors are based on total capital and operating expenditure with a payment cycle is 30 days 
other debtors and creditors are expected to remain consistent with 2021/22 levels  

Borrowings 

Debt finance, well managed, is a legitimate and prudent financial management tool. Amongst other 
benefits it enables councils to deliver infrastructure earlier than they otherwise would have been 
able, and allows the cost to be spread to future generations who will enjoy the benefit of the 
asset(s). 

Debt management has to be linked to a sound financial management framework such as Council 

has developed and will be presented to the community through its 10-year financial Plan. 

The method of deciding if and how to finance the upfront costs of an infrastructure asset depends 
on the characteristics of the asset. These include the life span of the asset and the service provision 

of the asset over that life span. 
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Questions that a council can ask include: 

• What services do we deliver? 

• What is the cost of delivery and maintenance of these services? 

• Who is the ultimate beneficiary of these services and therefore who should pay for them? 

• When should it be paid for? 

• What does the community want and when? 

• What is the life of the asset or service being funded? 

Infrastructure is by its nature capital-intensive and there is almost always the need to raise finance 

at the beginning of a project. Where core sources of revenue are constrained, it is often appropriate 

to borrow money for the purposes of meeting the capital requirement. 

The key benefits of debt finance are as follows: 

• Debt finance enables councils to deliver infrastructure earlier than they otherwise would 
have been able. 

• Debt finance allows the cost to be spread to future generations who will enjoy the benefit of 

the asset(s). 

• Debt finance prevents the need to divert funds from internally-generated renewal and 

maintenance budgets to capital expenditure. 

• Local government enjoys steady and secure income streams in the form of rates and charges, 

which can be used to meet debt servicing obligations and to secure debt facilities. 

• The ability to borrow responsibly and to meet future debt servicing obligations is normally 

dependent upon rigorous and robust financial governance policies and long-term planning. 

Council has analysed its debt position against small council averages over a number of different 

indicators including the ‘obligations’ indicators that are part of the prescribed Local Government 

Performance Reporting Framework (LGPRF) indicators. The analysis concludes Indigo Shire currently 

retains Low debt risk and it is Council’ intention to maintain a low risk relating to debt for the period of 

the PLAN. 

Where infrastructure costs can be directly attributable to individual property owners, it is more 
equitable to recover them through developer charges. · 

Infrastructure assets with a long lifespan, and delivering broad benefits to the wider community can 
be considered for funding through debt. These items are those with a high initial/replacement cost, 
making them difficult to fund from reserves. 

This also applies to assets that create an income stream. They also have dispersed beneficiaries, and 

this is better reflected through avoiding rates or 'user pays' method of funding. Very significant plant 

and equipment, roads and bridges, and the acquisition of community/real estate assets can all fall 

within this category. 

Payment of recurrent fixed costs, wages, superannuation and routine maintenance should 
never be considered for funding through raising debt. 

This can be summarised as follows: 
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• The asset to be acquired is a new addition to Council's asset base or replaces an existing asset 
with one that is significantly upgraded and has an Economic Life of greater than 10 years; or 

• All alternative options for undertaking the project without borrowing have been 
investigated and proven less advantageous to the Council; or 

• The income stream from the asset to be acquired or constructed exceeds the cost of 
borrowing over the life of that asset; or 

• Repayments will be met by a third party. This could include future developer 
contributions or additional rate revenue specifically linked to the project; or 

• The index of the cost of acquisition or construction is increasing at a rate that exceeds the 

cost of borrowing i.e. to "save" for the acquisition or construction will result in the actual 

cost being greater than the cost of borrowing the money and acquiring it today. As a 

general rule the benefits received from undertaking the borrowing should be greater, over 
the life of the borrowing, than the costs of borrowing; or 

• For short term borrowings as a mechanism to meet short term cash needs. Short term 
borrowing may be used to sustain the cash flows of Council having regard to anticipated 

receipts and expenditures and the annual cash flow budget. For this purpose, Council may 
operate an overdraft on its bank account and/or a cash advance facility from a financial 
institution. This could include to fund temporary cash shortfalls, for example to fund 

redundancies, which can clearly be demonstrated to deliver savings immediately thereafter 

from which the borrowings can directly be funded. 

In all cases the expenditure should be in the context of the strategic objectives of Council and 

consistent with the stated long-term financial forecasts and objectives. 

Debt commitment costs include principal and interest repayments in a year best represented as a 

financial ratio of debt commitment costs as a percentage of rates. 

In 2022/23, debt servicing and redemption costs as a percentage of income will be 3.23 cents in the 

rate dollar and is currently expecting a percentage of income will be 3.24 cents in the rate dollar for 

2021/22.  
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Council has entered into a borrowing agreement in 2021/22 to finance the recently announced Epic 

Mountain Bike Trail project. Along with proposal to borrow $1 million in the 2022/23 budget.  

Commitment to this inter-generational project will increase Council’s short-term borrowing liability 

while debt measures continue to decrease beyond 2022/23 while Council makes the scheduled 

repayments. Council retains diminishing levels of debt for the period of the plan subject to any 

future borrowings. 

Council’s debt as a percentage of rate revenue of 7.54 per cent at the end of 2020/21, is above 

small shires’ averages, and is within the expected range of the LGPRF guidelines of 0 to 80 per cent. 

Indigo Shire is currently managing a decreasing debt level as a percentage of rate revenue at 11.93 

percent expected at the end of 2022/23.  

 

Capital Works 
Indigo Shire Council is the custodian of an extensive range of community assets. In order to deliver a variety 

of services to the community, Indigo Shire must ensure that the assets supporting these services are 

managed in a sustainable way over the long term. Council’s primary priority is to ensure asset renewals are 

maintained at an adequate level. Given the speculative nature of major projects and associated funding, 

Council remains ambitious to undertake projects of generational benefit with priority given to those that 

are able to be sustainably deliverable and maintained. 

Councils Assets Management Strategy outlines a set of measurable actions aimed at enabling improved 

asset management by the organisation to:  

1. Maintain a core level of asset management practice which relies primarily on the use of an asset register, 

maintenance management systems, top-down condition assessment, simple risk assessment, and 

defined levels of service, in order to establish a long-term cash flow projection. 

2. Implement selected advanced asset management practices where there is a net benefit to the 

sustainable management of Indigo Shire’s infrastructure assets. This employs predictive modelling, risk 

management and optimised decision-making techniques to establish asset lifecycle treatment options 

and related long term cash flow predictions. 
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3. Ensure that the planning for new and upgraded assets is driven by Council’s strategic longer-term plan 

(strategic resources plan), asset management plans and service plans that drive the asset management 

priorities. 

Indigo Shire’s Asset Management Policy reinforces Council's commitment to manage and care for its assets 

in a sustainable way and to assist in the achievement of its vision and meet the service and infrastructure 

needs of the community now and into the future. 

The principles affecting asset renewal, expansion, upgrade and new assets are set out below.  

• Service delivery needs will guide asset management practices and decisions. 

• Asset planning and management has a direct link with Council’s corporate and business plans (including 

the Council Plan, the 10-year Financial Plan and Long-Term Financial Plan), budgets and reporting 

processes. 

• A Long-Term Financial Plan (10yrs) will be developed and incorporate the calculated asset renewal 

demand, and will be informed by our performance measured against the Local Government 

Performance Reporting Framework (LGPRF) and the Victorian Auditor General’s Office (VAGO) 

sustainability indicators. 

• The Long-Term Financial Plan will be updated with reviews after Council elections to ensure currency 

and continuity of resource application. 

• Application of the ‘Renew before Upgrade or New’ philosophy for asset related programs. Identified 

asset renewal funding will be considered as non-discretionary and new projects as discretionary. 

• Asset management decisions are based on the benefits and risks of assets and an evaluation of 

alternative options that consider full life cycle costs and impacts of these costs on the ability to fund 

future maintenance and rehabilitation.  

• Establishment and use of a capital works priority evaluation methodology for all new projects. A 

business case will be prepared as part of the initial formulation for capital works proposals over a 

nominated threshold as outlined in the Capital Works Evaluation Framework.  

• New or upgrade projects are to be reviewed for full life cycle (‘whole of life’) costs as part of this project 

consideration process. 

• Asset management plans will be established and maintained to communicate information about assets 

and the actions required to provide defined levels of service within a best value for money framework.  

• Asset management plans to be informed by community consultation.  

• Financial and asset management reporting to be categorised in terms of operational, maintenance, 

renewal, upgrade, and new expenditure classifications to enable sound asset management decisions. 

• Staff with asset and financial management responsibilities will be appropriately trained in relevant 

asset and financial management principles, practices, and processes. Councillors will be briefed to 

ensure understanding of asset and financial management principles. 

The following principles guide council’s budget process: 

• Council will fund asset renewal works as first priority to ensure our existing assets are able to 

continue to provide the services they were designed for (based on asset condition assessments); 
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• Council will maintain level of Roads expenditure to ensure compliance with Roads to Recovery 

funding obligations; 

• Council will use Victorian Auditor General’s Office (VAGO) financial indicators as a guide to long-term 

financial sustainability: 

o Renewal expenditure typically in the range 75 – 100% of annual depreciation, 

o Total Capital expenditure equal to or greater than annual depreciation; 

• Council will invest in New and Upgrade projects to improve community outcomes aligned with 

Council Plan priorities and existing strategies – giving important consideration to level of impact on 

recurrent costs; 

• Council needs to make reasonable projections of likely grant funding aligned with priority projects 

considered suitable to attract grants; 

• Council needs to also ensure capacity in program to attract and leverage grants that become 

available; 

• Council’s Capital Program must be affordable – consistent Net Cost to Council (NCTC), indexed to 

allow for CPI and in accordance with 10-year Financial Plan (PLAN). 

Asset Renewal 

Council has developed an infrastructure strategy based on the knowledge provided by asset management 

plans, which set out the capital expenditure requirements of Council for the next 10 years by class of asset 

(Refer Appendix). The strategy predicts infrastructure consumption, renewal needs and other infrastructure 

needs to meet future community service expectations.  A key objective of the strategy is to renew existing 

assets in line with asset management plans to ensure they are maintained at the desired condition levels. If 

sufficient funds are not allocated to asset renewal then council’s investment in those assets will reduce, along 

with the capacity to maintain delivery of services to the community. 

Currently, Council does not have a renewal gap. The ten-year modelling across asset classes shows that 

renewal costs increase at a higher than linear rate due to asset condition and renewal timings. This suggests 

that renewals as a percentage of total capital budget may increase. The addition of significant infrastructure 

such as the Rail Trail ad Epic Mountain Bike Trail will add incremental renewal costs as those assets mature. 

As a result of these two factors it is possible that discretionary capital spending may be constrained over time. 

Capital expenditure program 

Council’s priority regarding capital expenditure is to meet the renewal needs of existing assets. New 

projects will be sought to enhance the liveability and amenity of our Shire in support of the Council Plan and 

Council will be ambitious in its approach to development within the context of a well-planned and well 

managed financial framework.  

Council will proportionally manage expenditure against capped rate revenue to ensure that capital net cost 

to council (NctC) will be stable with CPI increases. 

In developing the capital expenditure program for the next ten years, the following matters have had a 

significant impact: 

• The Rail Trail and Epic Mountain Bike Trail development project 

• Availability of the Roads to Recovery funding for the upgrade of roads 

• There is currently no renewal gap and no need to address any backlog.  
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The following table summarises the forecast capital works expenditure including funding sources for the next 

ten years.  

 

 Capital planning – Long term 

The following Capital Expenditure/Rate Revenue graph provides a benchmark against council’s ability to 

obtain external funding and the ratio of its capital spend to its income compared to small rural shires. 

 

 
 

Grants Contributions Council Cash Borrowings

$ $ $ $

2022/23 16,797,980 4,359,902 280,000 11,158,078 1,000,000

2023/24 9,223,992 5,033,000 197,000 3,993,992 0

2024/25 9,371,018 5,133,000 85,000 4,153,018 0

2025/26 10,736,114 5,723,000 207,000 4,806,114 0

2026/27 9,494,163 4,583,000 120,000 4,791,163 0

2027/28 10,226,165 5,183,000 165,000 4,878,165 0

2028/29 9,614,159 4,583,000 204,000 4,827,159 0

2029/30 10,785,201 5,533,000 194,000 5,058,201 0

2030/31 10,038,335 4,683,000 204,000 5,151,335 0

2031/32 10,038,335 4,683,000 204,000 5,151,335 0

Year

Total Capital 

Program

$

Summary of funding sources
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Human Resources 

Non-financial (Employee) 

The following table summarises the key employee metrics for the next ten years as set out in the PLAN for 

years 2022/23 to 2031/32. The figures are total amounts that include all employee on costs. The attached 

Appendix includes the non-financial statements and other non-financial disclosures required by the Act and 

Local Government (Planning and Reporting) Regulations 2014. 

 

KEY TO FORECAST TREND:  

+ Forecasts improvement in council's financial performance/financial position indicator  

o Forecasts that council's financial performance/financial position indicator will be steady  

-  Forecasts deterioration in council's financial performance/financial position indicator 

The assumptions affecting the level of human resources are set out in the following table. 

 

Employee costs 

The collective wage agreement applies to wage rate changes for three years commencing 1 July 2018 and has 

been finalised by Fair Work. As such the enterprise agreement has now lapsed.  The employee cost growth in 

the PLAN is based on a 2 percent in the current plan.  Remaining at 2.0 percent to account for further EBA 

agreements and with no planned increases in employee numbers assuming services do not change for the 

period. 132.9 FTE is funded from operational budget and 13 FTE are capitalised.  As such, assuming growth 

rates across Council of 1% per annum along with zero growth in employee numbers effectively equates to a 

1% productivity increase.  

Employee numbers 

A key objective of the PLAN is maintaining existing service levels. Staff numbers are forecast to remain static 

over the period at 145.9 FTE based on no changes to service delivery. This stable level is an effective reduction 

in real terms when compared to forecast property growth and the associated increase in service demand over 

the same period. The MAV Human Resources Benchmarking Survey advises that small Councils can expect to 

manage an annual staff churn rate of 17%. 

Option Analysis 

The PLAN is a foundation from which Council may now test and model the impact of various assumptions on 

Council’s future financial position to ensure a measured and effective approach to sound financial planning. 

In order to achieve future objectives of the PLAN, it may be necessary to model a number of different options 

by changing the assumptions underlying the PLAN forecasts such as higher or lower rate caps or test other 

assumptions which may vary over time. 

Result 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 Trend +/o/-

Employee costs 

Operating ($’000)
13,626 13,899 14,177 14,460 14,749 15,044 15,345 15,652 15,965 16,284 +

Employee costs 

Capital ($’000)
1,272 1,297 1,323 1,349 1,376 1,404 1,432 1,461 1,490 1,520 +

Employee 

numbers (FTE)
145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 o

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32

Employee cost

growth (%)
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Employee 

numbers 

growth (FTE)

145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9 145.9
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VAGO Performance Summary 
The following table provides a summary of Council’s performance against key VAGO indicators over the period of the plan. Council’s intention is to 

maintain low to medium risk against financial indicators.   

 

 

 

 

 

VAGO/LGPRF Measure 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 Trend +/o/-

Adjusted underlying result

Net Result

Liquidity Ratio

Financing

Internal Financing 46% 106% 105% 103% 103% 103% 104% 103% 103% 103% +

Renewal gap (ratio)

Stability

Efficiency

Workforce turnover

(6.22%) (6.13%) (6.16%) (6.55%) o

66% 65% 60% 59% -

(6.43%) (6.15%)

63% 62%

2.87% 4.22% 2.40% 4.68% 2.62% 2.13% -

24% 23% 21% 21% +

1.11 1.17 1.10 1.08 -

23% 22%

1.09 1.20

0.57 0.63 0.59 0.60 -

$20,325,462 $20,731,971 $22,000,934 $22,440,952 +

0.58 0.59

$21,146,611 $21,569,543

16.50% 16.50% 16.50% 16.50% o16.50% 16.50%

51% 50% 52% 52% +51% 51%

2.60 1.33 1.26 1.38

(6.38%) (3.61%) (4.85%) (3.81%)

72% 70% 69% 68%

3.01% 6.90% 5.92% 7.88%

Indebtedness

Capital replacement (ratio)

Total rates revenue $

Rates Revenue Ratio

16.50% 16.50% 16.50% 16.50%

50% 50% 50% 49%

1.58 0.68 0.61 0.61

$18,777,585 $19,153,137 $19,536,199 $19,926,923

26% 27% 25% 25%

KEY TO FORECAST TREND 

+   Forecasts improvement in council's financial performance/financial position indicator  

o   Forecasts that council's financial performance/financial position indicator will be steady  

-    Forecasts deterioration in council's financial performance/financial position indicator 

 

LOW RISK

MEDIUM RISK

HIGH RISK
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Achievement of 10-year Financial Plan Objectives 
The overall objective of the PLAN is financial sustainability in the medium to long term, while still providing 

sufficient resources to achieve the Council Plan strategic objectives.  The financial outcomes of the PLAN is 

set out below under each of the key objectives which underpin the PLAN over the next ten years. 

1. Council will maintain current services levels (Objective: Achieved) 

Service levels have been maintained throughout the ten-year period after allowing for the impact of 

inflation and other cost indexation (measure: net cost of services and expenditure level). 

2. Achieve a minimum of a zero cash deficit (Objective: Achieved from 2021) 

Projected cash flow statement provides a cash surplus for the majority of the PLAN.  In addition, the 

minimum cash reserve of $5 million has been achieved by Council in the 2020/21 budget.  The $5 million 

is based on minimum operational requirements, accounting for natural disaster, meeting our landfill 

rehabilitation obligations, meeting our legislative requirements for statutory reserves and accounting for 

potential defined benefits call.  The minimum cash balance has then been indexed by 2% for the 

remaining 9 years of the current long-term financial plan. 

3. Capital renewal expenditure will meet council’s asset renewal needs (Objective: Achieved) 

VAGO capital renewal indicator projects Council to be in the low-medium risk category, which is within 

the expectation of Council’s principles to maintain low to medium risk.  The 10 year capital plan has been 

developed with the priority of asset renewal requirements being met first and of the utmost importance.  

As per usual, Council’s asset management plans determine the specific allocation of capital spend.  These 

plans are based on Council’s asset renewal first, with any excess assigned to new assets to provide the 

best service for the community.  

4. Council will maintain Low/Medium Risk against VAGO financial indicators 

(Objective: Achieved for a majority of indicators) 

The long-term financial outlook for Council from VAGO’s financial sustainability indicators show the 

majority of indicators are in the low – medium risk range.  Three indicators going into the high risk 

category.  These being the adjusted underlying result for the whole 10 years.  This is an indicator of the 

sustainable operating result required to enable Council to continue to provide core services and meet its 

objectives.  Any decline means reliance on capital grants, Council's cash reserves or increased debt to 

maintain services.  The other two being liquidity for the whole 10 years of the plan and the internal 

financing (budget year of the plan) indicators. 

5. Total capital expenditure will remain greater than total depreciation (Objective: Achieved) 

Results show Council to remain within the low to medium risk category.  As explained earlier the future 

year’s capital expenditure has been indexed to allow for Council to meet the required funding of 

infrastructure.  

6. Capital net cost to council (NctC) to be stable with CPI increases (Objective: Achieved) 

Council’s capital projections fluctuate over the 10-year plan with the capital NctC increasing for the 

majority of the plan.   
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7. New borrowings will only be considered for long-term infrastructure for multi-generational benefit 

(Objective: Achieved) 

Council remains in the low category when assessing their risk of borrowing.  Council maintain this level 
of borrowing because of their strategy for borrowings is to be only considered when the following 
situations arise: 

• Council’s long-term financial planning did not envisage the inclusion of a large additional cost 

would necessitate that other projects be removed or reduced. 

• This project closely aligns to Council’s Borrowing Policy that allows for debt financing for capital 

assets that create a net return to the community. 

• Council has adequate headroom to borrow the amount and still maintain a comfortable low risk 

borrowing status.  

• Borrowings are a prudent and valid way to finance major new capital items.  Allows for the costs 

to be spread over a longer period and across multiple years of ratepayers’ contributions.  

Overall the PLAN shows that council is financially sustainable in the medium to long term, while still 
providing sufficient resources to achieve the council plan strategic objectives. 
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Appendix  

 

Year Ending 30 June: 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
Year 0 

Forecast

Year 1 

Budget 

Year 2 

Plan

Year 3 

Plan

Year 4 

Plan

Year 5 

Plan

Year 6 

Plan

Year 7 

Plan 

Year 8 

Plan

Year 9 

Plan

Year 10 

Plan
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Operating Revenue
Rates and charges 18,272 18,778 19,153 19,536 19,927 20,325 20,732 21,147 21,570 22,001 22,441

Statutory fees and fines 1,176 1,138 1,155 1,173 1,190 1,208 1,226 1,245 1,263 1,282 1,301

User fees 3,386 3,918 3,997 4,077 4,158 4,241 4,326 4,413 4,501 4,591 4,683

Contributions 120 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73

Grants - Operating 8,284 7,568 7,643 7,720 7,797 7,875 7,954 8,033 8,113 8,195 8,277

Grants - Capital 9,182 4,360 5,033 5,133 5,723 4,583 5,183 4,583 5,533 4,683 4,683

Investment Income (included in Other) 174 218 104 104 164 164 164 164 164 164 164

Other 1,109 1,134 1,153 1,174 1,194 1,215 1,236 1,258 1,280 1,302 1,325

Total Operating Revenue 41,702 37,186 38,312 38,989 40,227 39,685 40,895 40,915 42,498 42,291 42,947

Operating Expenses
Salaries & Wages 13,285 13,626 13,899 14,177 14,460 14,749 15,044 15,345 15,652 15,965 16,284

Contractual Services 8,910 8,973 7,587 7,650 7,380 7,570 7,662 7,894 7,848 7,942 8,196

Materials and consumables 4,061 4,659 4,741 4,824 4,908 4,994 5,081 5,170 5,261 5,353 5,446

Depreciation 6,241 6,467 6,956 7,408 7,756 8,561 8,704 8,840 9,007 9,147 9,282

Amortisation - right of use assets 34 30 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Finance Charges 55 50 37 24 19 16 13 10 7 4 2

Finance costs - leases 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Utilities 597 609 620 631 642 653 664 676 688 700 712

Other 2,309 1,977 2,012 2,047 2,083 2,119 2,157 2,194 2,233 2,272 2,312

Total Operating Expenses 35,493 36,392 35,853 36,760 37,247 38,662 39,325 40,131 40,695 41,383 42,233

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) 6,209 794 2,459 2,229 2,980 1,023 1,569 785 1,803 908 714

Physical Resources Free of Charge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Amounts specifically for new or upgraded 

assets 852 135 0 10 10 0 0 10 0 10 10

Asset disposal & fair value adjustments 322 200 197 75 197 120 165 194 194 194 194

Net Surplus / (Deficit) 7,383 1,129 2,656 2,314 3,187 1,143 1,734 989 1,997 1,112 918

Other Comprehensive Income 3,618 0 3,724 3,834 3,947 4,064 4,184 4,307 4,434 4,565 4,700

Total Comprehensive Income 11,000 1,129 6,380 6,148 7,134 5,206 5,918 5,296 6,431 5,677 5,618

Indigo Shire Council Operating Income Statement
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As at 30 June: 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
Year 0 

Forecast

Year 1 

Budget 

Year 2 

Plan

Year 3 

Plan

Year 4 

Plan

Year 5 

Plan

Year 6 

Plan

Year 7 

Plan 

Year 8 

Plan

Year 9 

Plan

Year 10 

Plan
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

ASSETS
Financial Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents 17,634 5,311 5,306 5,412 5,520 5,631 5,743 5,858 5,975 6,095 6,217

Current Trade & Other Receivables 1,980 1,980 1,902 1,826 1,754 1,685 1,618 1,554 1,492 1,433 1,377

Current Other Assets 985 985 985 985 985 985 985 985 985 985 985

Current Other Financial Assets 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179

Total Financial Assets 20,778 8,454 8,371 8,402 8,438 8,479 8,525 8,576 8,631 8,692 8,757

Non Financial Assets
Inventories 341 341 341 341 341 341 341 341 341 341 341

Investment Property 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment 280,399 285,404 290,864 296,103 302,170 307,047 312,588 317,475 323,494 328,756 334,018

Right-of-use assets 59 25 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125

Other Non-current Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Non Financial Assets 280,799 285,769 291,329 296,569 302,636 307,513 313,054 317,941 323,959 329,222 334,484

Total Assets 301,576 294,224 299,701 304,971 311,074 315,992 321,579 326,516 332,591 337,913 343,241

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Creditors 8,303 8,303 8,477 8,654 8,835 9,020 9,208 9,401 9,597 9,798 10,003

Trust Deposits 161 161 161 161 161 161 161 161 161 161 161

Borrowings 534 487 487 341 196 199 202 204 207 210 150

Provisions 3,208 3,208 3,379 3,559 3,749 3,949 4,159 4,381 4,614 4,860 5,119

Lease liabilities 25 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Current Liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12,231 12,161 12,505 12,715 12,941 13,328 13,730 14,147 14,580 15,029 15,433

Non-current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowings 798 1,754 1,754 1,413 1,217 1,018 817 613 405 195 45

Provisions 4,850 4,850 4,980 5,114 5,251 5,392 5,536 5,684 5,837 5,993 6,154

Trust Deposits 114 114 114 114 114 114 114 114 114 114 114

Lease liabilities 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Non-current Liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5,764 6,718 6,848 6,641 6,582 6,524 6,467 6,411 6,356 6,302 6,312

Total Liabilities 17,995 18,879 19,353 19,356 19,523 19,852 20,197 20,558 20,936 21,331 21,746

Net Assets 283,582 275,344 280,348 285,615 291,551 296,140 301,382 305,959 311,655 316,582 321,495

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 156,758 148,496 149,750 151,158 153,122 153,622 154,655 154,900 156,137 156,474 156,662

Asset Revaluation Reserves 126,249 126,249 129,973 133,808 137,755 141,819 146,002 150,309 154,743 159,308 164,008

Other Reserves 575 600 625 650 675 700 725 750 775 800 825

Total Equity 283,582 275,344 280,348 285,615 291,551 296,140 301,382 305,959 311,655 316,582 321,495

Indigo Shire Council - Balance Sheet
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As at 30 June: Forecast Budget

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Inflows Inflows Inflows Inflows Inflows Inflows Inflows Inflows Inflows Inflows Inflows

(Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows) (Outflows)

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
Cash flows from operating activities

Rates & Charges 18,272 18,778 19,153 19,536 19,927 20,325 20,732 21,147 21,570 22,001 22,441

Statutory fees & fines 1,176 1,138 1,155 1,173 1,190 1,208 1,226 1,245 1,263 1,282 1,301

User fees 3,386 3,918 3,997 4,077 4,158 4,241 4,326 4,413 4,501 4,591 4,683

Contributions 973 208 73 83 83 73 73 83 73 83 83

Grants - operating 8,284 7,568 7,643 7,720 7,797 7,875 7,954 8,033 8,113 8,195 8,277

Grants - capital 9,182 4,360 5,033 5,133 5,723 4,583 5,183 4,583 5,533 4,683 4,683

Interest 174 218 104 104 164 164 164 164 164 164 164

Other receipts 1,109 1,134 1,153 1,174 1,194 1,215 1,236 1,258 1,280 1,302 1,325

Employee costs  (13,285)  (13,626)  (13,899)  (14,177)  (14,460)  (14,749)  (15,044)  (15,345)  (15,652)  (15,965)  (16,284)

Materials & consumables  (4,061)  (4,659)  (4,741)  (4,824)  (4,908)  (4,994)  (5,081)  (5,170)  (5,261)  (5,353)  (5,446)

External contracts  (8,910)  (8,973)  (7,587)  (7,650)  (7,380)  (7,570)  (7,662)  (7,894)  (7,848)  (7,942)  (8,196)

Utilities  (597)  (609)  (620)  (631)  (642)  (653)  (664)  (676)  (688)  (700)  (712)

Other payments  (2,243)  (1,899)  (1,918)  (1,951)  (1,985)  (2,019)  (2,054)  (2,090)  (2,126)  (2,163)  (2,201)

Net cash provided by operating activities 13,459 7,555 9,548 9,767 10,862 9,699 10,388 9,750 10,923 10,178 10,118

Cash flows from investing activities

Payments for property, infrastructure, plant  and equipment  (11,721)  (16,798)  (9,224)  (9,371)  (10,736)  (9,494)  (10,226)  (9,614)  (10,785)  (10,038)  (10,038)

Proceeds from sale of property, infrastructure,  plant and equipment 322 200 197 75 197 120 165 194 194 194 194

Trust funds and deposits 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Repayment of loans and advances 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net cash used in investing activities  (11,400)  (16,598)  (9,027)  (9,296)  (10,539)  (9,374)  (10,061)  (9,420)  (10,591)  (9,844)  (9,844)

Cash flows from financing activities 

Finance costs  (55)  (50)  (37)  (24)  (19)  (16)  (13)  (10)  (7)  (4)  (2)

Proceeds from borrowings 0 1,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Repayment of borrowings  (534)  (557)  (487)  (341)  (196)  (199)  (202)  (204)  (207)  (210)  (150)

Interest paid - lease liability  (2)  (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Repayment of lease liabilities  (29)  (25)  (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities  (620) 367  (526)  (365)  (215)  (215)  (215)  (215)  (215)  (215)  (152)

Net (decrease) increase in cash & cash equivalents 1,440  (8,676)  (4) 106 108 110 113 115 117 120 122

Cash & cash equivalents at beginning of the  financial year 16,194 13,987 5,311 5,306 5,412 5,520 5,631 5,743 5,858 5,975 6,095

Cash & cash equivalents at end of the  financial year 17,634 5,311 5,306 5,412 5,520 5,631 5,743 5,858 5,975 6,095 6,217

Indigo Shire Council - Statement of Cash Flows
Financial Plan
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As at 30 June: 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
Year 1 

Budget

Year 2 

Plan

Year 3 

Plan

Year 4 

Plan

Year 5 

Plan

Year 6 

Plan

Year 7 

Plan 

Year 8 

Plan

Year 9 

Plan

Year 10 

Plan
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Asset category

Buildings and property improvements 5,004 840 915 1,105 1,150 1,362 1,325 1,435 1,490 1,574

Land 55

Plant, fleet and equipment 1,233 652 490 597 570 710 767 767 767 767

Fixtures, fittings, furniture and equipment 165 74 81 92 102 114 117 117 117 117

Computers and telecommunications 520 610 490 475 325 675 390 380 230 380

Library services 87 75 76 83 85 92 94 94 94 94

Bridges and culverts 375 350 240 144 247 626 200 400 200 111

Pathways 3,352 114 227 267 321 260 220 220 220 230

Drainage 635 306 290 363 365 290 361 140 327 327

Roads 2,526 1,975 2,105 2,569 2,229 1,907 2,203 2,308 2,424 2,350

Kerb and channel 330 130 183 166 200 50 186 246 146 146

Parks, openspace and streetscape 815 70 170 30 40 40 40

Major projects, Council plan, Strategy projects 3,540 3,692 4,150 3,254 3,549 3,146 4,113 3,401 3,320

Recreational, leisure and community facilities 1,701 558 513 555 646 560 565 565 582 581

Total capital expenditure 16,798 9,224 9,371 10,736 9,494 10,226 9,614 10,785 10,038 10,038

Indigo Shire Council - Statement of Capital works
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Term Definition 

Act means the Local Government Act 2020 

Annual report 

means a report of the council’s operations of the previous 

financial year and contains a report of operations, audited 

financial statements and an audited performance statement  

Asset expansion expenditure 

means expenditure that extends the capacity of an existing asset 

to provide benefits to new users at the same standard as is 

provided to existing beneficiaries 

Asset expenditure type 

means the following types of asset expenditure: 

(a)  asset renewal expenditure; 

(b)  new asset expenditure; 

(c)  asset upgrade expenditure; 

(d)  asset expansion expenditure 

Asset renewal expenditure 

means expenditure on an existing asset or on replacing an 

existing asset that returns the service capability of the asset to 

its original capability 

Asset upgrade expenditure 

means expenditure that: 

(a)  enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of 

service; or 

(b)  increases the life of the asset beyond its original life 

Australian Accounting Standards (AASB) 
means the accounting standards published by the Australian 

Accounting Standards Board 

Average rate cap 

means an amount expressed as a percentage amount, based on 

the change to CPI over the financial year to which the cap 

relates, plus or minus any adjustment 

Budget 

means a plan setting out the services and initiatives to be funded 

for the financial year and how they will contribute to achieving 

the strategic objectives specified in the council plan 

Capital works expenditure 
means expenditure on non-current assets and includes new 

assets, asset renewal, asset expansion and asset upgrade 

Council plan 

means a plan setting out the medium-term strategic objectives, 

strategies, strategic indicators and resources reflecting vision 

and aspirations of the community for the next four years 

Financial resources 

means income, expenditure, assets, liabilities, equity, cash and 

capital works required to deliver the services and initiatives in 

the budget 

Financial statements  

means the financial statements and notes prepared in 

accordance with the Local Government Model Financial Report, 

Australian Accounting Standards and other applicable standards 

as they apply to the general-purpose financial reports and a 

statement of capital works and included in the annual report 

Financial year means the period of 12 months ending on 30 June each year 

Glossary 
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Term Definition 

General order 
means an order made by the Minister under section 185D of the 

Act 

Higher cap 

means an amount expressed as the average rate cap specified in 

a general order plus an additional percentage amount in respect 

of that financial year 

Human resources means the staff employed by a council 

Indicator means what will be measured to assess performance 

Initiatives 
means actions that are one-off in nature and/or lead to 

improvements in service 

Local Government Model Financial Report 
means the model report published by the Department of 

Environment, Land, Water and Planning 

Major initiatives 

means significant initiatives that will directly contribute to the 

achievement of the council plan during the current year and 

have a major focus in the budget 

Minister means the Minister for Local Government 

Model budget 

means the Victorian City Council Model Budget previously 

prepared annually by the Chartered Accountants in Australia 

and New Zealand (2017-18 edition) and currently prepared 

annually by Local Government Victoria (2018-19 edition) 

New asset expenditure 
means expenditure that creates a new asset that provides a 

service that does not currently exist 

Non-financial resources 
means the resources other than financial resources required to 

deliver the services and initiatives in the budget 

Non-recurrent grant 

means a grant obtained on the condition that it be expended in 

a specified manner and is not expected to be received again 

during the period covered by a council’s strategic resource plan 

Planning and accountability framework 

means the key statutory planning and reporting documents that 

are required to be prepared by councils to ensure accountability 

to local communities in the performance of functions and 

exercise of powers under the Act 

Performance statement 

means a statement including the results of the prescribed 

service outcome indicators, financial performance indicators 

and sustainable capacity indicators for the financial year and 

included in the annual report 

Recurrent grant means a grant other than a non-recurrent grant 

Regulations  
means the Local Government (Planning and Reporting) 

Regulations 2014 

Report of operations 

means a report containing a description of the operations of the 

council during the financial year and included in the annual 

report 
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Term Definition 

Services 
means assistance, support, advice and other actions undertaken 

by a council for the benefit of the local community 

Special order means an order made by the ESC under section 185E of the Act 

Statement of capital works 

means a statement which shows all capital expenditure of a 

council in relation to non-current assets and asset expenditure 

type prepared in accordance to the model statement of capital 

works in the Local Government Model Financial Report 

Strategic objectives 
means the outcomes a council is seeking to achieve over the 

next four years and included in the council plan 

Strategic resource plan 

means a plan of the financial and non-financial resources for at 

least the next four years required to achieve the strategic 

objectives in the council plan. Is also referred to as a long-term 

financial plan 

Strategies 
means high level actions directed at achieving the strategic 

objectives in the council plan 

Statement of human resources 
means a statement which shows all council staff expenditure 

and numbers of full-time equivalent council staff 

Statements of non-financial resources 
means a statement which describes the non-financial resources 

including human resources 

Summary of planned capital works expenditure 

means a summary of capital works expenditure in relation to 

non-current assets classified according to the model statement 

of capital works in the Local Government Model Financial 

Report, by asset expenditure type and funding source 

Summary of planned human resources expenditure 

means a summary of permanent council staff expenditure and 

numbers of full-time equivalent council staff categorised 

according to the organisational structure of the council 
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